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About Whatex

Whatex is a business WhatsApp solutions provider, 
enabling brands and teams to connect with consumers 
over WhatsApp. 

Consumers have moved on from email and the modern 
lifestyle means people are harder to connect to. 

Utilising the power of WhatsApp API, Whatex opens up 
WhatsApp as an official communications channel for your 
sales and service teams.
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Why WhatsApp?

Messaging is the preferred method of communication in 
our personal lives.

WhatsApp is the most popular messaging app in over 100 
countries and boasts over 2 billion active users.

The average WhatsApp user opens WhatsApp 23 times 
per day.

Personal email accounts are drowned in spam and junk. 75% of callers hang up at voicemail. Open and read rates are 7 times better in WhatsApp than 
in email.



A Shared Team or Private Inbox with 
Browser Based Cloud Software and 
an App in Google & Apple Stores.
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Consumers using WhatsApp as normal WhatsApp API via Gupshup enabling 
consumers & businesses to message on 

WhatsApp

Whatex software hosed on AWS in Europe Business using the Whatex app and cloud 
software to message consumers

The Tech Explained
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How Whatex Can Help You

Your current Issues with using WhatsApp without Whatex

Customer conversations are being conducted on personal WhatsApp accounts by your staff.

This increased during COVID & has now become the norm.

The business has no visibility of these conversations meaning they cannot be viewed, tracked or reported on as well as not being captured in the CRM.

Valuable data and information regarding key relationships sits with the staff, which is a business risk.

Client data cannot be deleted if requested.

Data is being processed outside of GDPR regulations, and in many cases, in breach of WhatsApp terms & conditions.

The Solution

Utilising a WhatsApp Business Solution (API) ensures your key and confidential information is captured in a centralised location and stays within the business and fully GDPR compliant.
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How Whatex Can Help You

The communication Gap

Customers are often at work and are not easily accessible during the day.

Notifications for personal email accounts are often disabled, meaning open rates are poor (sub 20%). WhatsApp has a 9% open & read rate. 7 times greater than that of email.

B2C’s report that over 70% of their outbound calls don’t get answered.

Important updates can be missed & scheduling the next stage can become extremely frustrating.

Failing to communicate effectively can lead to reduce the customer experience and the value of the brand.

The Solution

Utilising a WhatsApp Business Solution (API) ensures access to your customer WhatsApp for ease of communication leading to a higher read & open rate, quicker 
response and improved CX.
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Collaboration

- Shared team WhatsApp inboxes.

- Permission based access to work related 
chats with ability to assign to individuals & 
teams and tag for broadcast marketing.

- Media rich to send & receive documents, 
images, barcodes, URL’s & videos.

- Analytics & Reporting.

Integration

- Drop conversations into your CRM so 
the business has wider visibility of 
communications.

- Enable customers to start a chat from your 
website, social media or QR codes.

- Integrate into your phone system to 
reduce call abandonment rates by auto 
sending WhatsApp messages.

Automation

- Use bots to prequalify sales leads and 
enquiries.

- Route automatically to the correct team for 
quicker customer response.

- Manage out of hours requests easily.

- Auto respond to 3rd party email leads & 
forms in WhatsApp.

Encryption & Compliance

- GDPR Compliant WhatsApp.

- Adhere to WhatsApp’s Personal &
 Business Policies.

- MifidII Compliance.

- End to End Encryption.

- Phishing resilient.
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How will customers know 
you’re on WhatsApp?

STAGE 1 – THE BASICS
Not every business generates high web traffic,
so placing a widget on a website is no guarantee
of generating leads, it’s the equivalent of placing
your phone number on your website.

STAGE 2 – STAFF ADOPTION
Your team begin to follow up phone calls (be it
answered or unanswered) with WhatsApp messages.
With a 96% open & read rate, your team soon realise
that this is most efficient way to communicate.

STAGE 3 – INTEGRATION & AUTOMATION
Lead2WhatsApp , Voice2WhatsApp & Zapier
automation drive faster outcomes to a range of
enquiries, be this lead engagement, sales
progressions, and just day to day issues.
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Let customers start chats from...

Your Website QR Codes 3rd Party Lead Providers

Waiting callers from your Landline Phone System Contact Us Form Social Media
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Outbound employees can reach out

Add & Tag Contacts Bespoke Messages
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Outbound notification templates & broadcasting

Broadcast messages to groups of consumers 
depending on their tag credentials assigned

Target key consumers using bespoke messages
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Automation & Bots

Guide customers to the 
correct team

Assign messages to a 
team or users

Qualify with questions 
& capture responses
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Integrate & Automate WhatsApp with your CRM

Start conversations & view WhatsApp 
message history from within your CRM
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Why Whatex?

The communication Gap

We provide an end-to-end solution including:

- your WhatsApp number(s) - you do not need to secure this from a 3rd party
- Facebook verification support
- The software
- Virtual training on the platform

Our costs include support via phone, email & WhatsApp

There are no grey areas over any system issues between 3rd parties

- as we provide the entire solution, we own any system errors

Our people

- This is our value add to make sure you achieve your goals in the channel



www.whatex.app


